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Two- and three-dimensional, low aspect ratio (AR=4), hovering airfoil/wing aerodynamics 

at low Reynolds number (Re = 100) are numerically investigated. Regarding fluid physics, 

in addition to the well-known leading edge vortex and wake-capture mechanisms, a 

persistent jet, induced by the shed vortices in the wake during previous strokes, and tip 

vortices can significantly influence the lift and power performance. While in classical 

stationary wing theory the tip vortices are seen as wasted energy, here, they can interact 

with the leading edge vortex to contribute to the lift generated without increasing the 

power requirements. Using surrogate modeling techniques, the two- and three-dimensional 

time averaged aerodynamic forces were predicted well over a large range of kinematic 

motions when compared to the Navier-Stokes solutions. The combined effects of tip 

vortices, leading edge vortex, and jet can be manipulated by the choice of kinematics to 

make a three-dimensional wing aerodynamically better or worse than an infinitely long 

wing. The environmental sensitivity during hovering for select kinematics is also examined. 

Different freestream strengths and orientations are imposed with the impact on vortex 

generation and wake interaction investigated with implications on the applicability of 

quasi-steady models.  
 

1. Introduction 

Micro air vehicles (MAVs) with a maximal dimension of 15 cm or less and a flight speed of 

10 m/s are interests of both military and civilian applications. Equipped with a video camera or a 

sensor, these vehicles can perform surveillance and reconnaissance, and environmental and bio-

chemical sensing at remote or otherwise hazardous locations. In addition, from the scaling laws
1
, 

a MAV’s payload is very limited; sensors, batteries, communications equipment, and means of 

sustained propulsion will have to compete for precious cargo space only in as much as that they 

will directly help defined mission statements. Research regarding MAVs is growing as there are 

still many open challenges in theory and in practice. 

 There are three different design approaches in MAV development. (i) The fixed wing 

vehicles
2
 resemble miniaturized versions of conventional fixed wing aircraft except that flexible 

wings are often utilized. (ii) Small rotor based
3
 vehicles resembling helicopters are also pursued, 

where often multiple rotors are used. One defining characteristic for which these vehicles are 

valued is their ability to hover, allowing for monitoring systems which can remain stationary or 
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follow targets as the situation dictates. (iii) The flapping wing variety of MAVs
1,4

, of interest in 

the current study, take a cue from nature and attempt to mimic the success achieved by insects, 

birds, and bats
5-7

. Common to all three classifications is the sensitivity to perturbations in the 

environment such as wind gusts, assessing the impact of transition to turbulence which due to the 

scales involved may or may not be relevant and can be difficult to gauge a priori, the need for 

coupled fluid-structure interaction capabilities to capture the changes in the vehicle induced by 

the flow, the advanced control schemes needed to successfully fly these vehicles autonomously, 

and the understanding of the unsteady flow mechanisms present and their respective roles in the 

aerodynamic loadings on the MAV. 

 The study of flapping wing flyers with all of their intricacies is challenging. However, as 

summarized in references 1, 4, and 8-16, significant progress has been made in both engineering 

and biological communities. Computational studies of realistic wing body configurations of a 

hornet
17

, hawkmoth
18

, fly and thrip
1,19-21

 have been investigated from various angles. On 

hovering flight, Liu and Sun
22

 have measured the time course of body and wing kinematics of 

droneflies using three-dimensional high speed video and have input these kinematics as 

boundary conditions in Navier-Stokes simulations. They found out that droneflies use mainly the 

delayed stall mechanism to generate weight-supporting lift, unlike fruit flies that use both drag 

and lift to stay aloft.  Wang et al.
19

compared two-dimensional computational simulations of an 

ellipse against experimental results. Tang et al.
23

 investigated the effects of Reynolds number, 

reduced frequency, and flapping kinematics on the flow structure and aerodynamics. PIV 

measurements were carried out by Kurtulus et al.
24

, detailing experimental observations of 

flapping wing flight with hovering kinematics. Two-dimensional computational studies were 

examined by Bos et al.
25 

of different hovering kinematics found in the literature while Trizila et 

al.
26

 gauged the sensitivity of the kinematic parameters by tying the consequences to the 

resulting unsteady mechanisms and finally to the aerodynamic loadings. Moreover, Sane and 

Dickinson
27

 carried out a comprehensive experimental study of five kinematic hovering variables 

and compared their results to the quasi-steady predictions. While the mean lift value over the 

course of a wing cycle matched reasonably, the instantaneous values differed significantly. The 

implication here is that a potential control device, for which moments and therefore 

instantaneous forces are important, would not be able to use quasi-steady approximations as a 

feasible reduced order model to be used in real time calculations. They also showed that the 

mean drag was greatly underestimated which would in turn under predict power required 

estimates. Zbikowski
28

 investigated the theoretical aerodynamic modeling of hovering micro air 

vehicles proposing a framework consisting of Karman-Sears unsteady wing theory and an 

approach via velocity potentials. Hsieh et al.
29

 look at advanced, delayed, and symmetric rotation 

and break down the lift coefficients in terms of the lift caused by vorticity, wing velocity, and 

wing acceleration. They find that while the symmetric rotation has the most vorticity lift, the 

optimal lift is found with advanced rotation. Taira and Colonius
30

 studied low aspect ratio, 

impulsively started flat plates at Reynolds numbers from 300 to 500 and, relevant to the current 

study, saw that when the aspect ratio was four, the mid-span flow behavior in two dimensions 

was vastly different from the three-dimensional cases. That same study also saw a performance 

decrease induced by the tip vortices which in flapping wing flight can in fact provide a positive 

contribution, as will be elaborated on in the present investigation. 

 As summarized by Shyy et al.
1
, several lift enhancement mechanisms have been identified 

including leading edge vortex, pitch-up rotation, wake-capture and clap-and-fling. Delayed stall 

comes about as a leading edge vortex
31

 (LEV)forms on the upper surface of the airfoil and 
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attaches even when the wing achieves a high angle of attack. This in turn produces a low 

pressure region on the upper surface which increases the lift. Wake-capture refers to when the 

airfoil switches direction and encounters the previously shed wake, which can then be taken 

advantage of, if at the proper orientation. An important unsteady mechanism, though not 

performance enhancing, is that of a vortex induced jet. This flow feature was seen 

experimentally by Freymuth
32

 but has not been adequately studied. 

 A model problem has been chosen to probe the unsteady flight mechanisms and their 

relationship with the hovering kinematics, and the implications on three-dimensional 

aerodynamics. It is generally held that as the aspect ratio is reduced, a potentially strong 

spanwise variation in the fluid field results. The issue of wing rotation about a joint, due to the 

centripetal accelerations and extra degrees of freedom, are not investigated. Despite their 

simplified nature, the chosen kinematics are directly relevant to future MAVs at this scale, and 

the impact of the flow physics can be extrapolated to other real or imagined cases. 

 In this work, we assess both two- and three-dimensional flapping wing fluid physics at 

Reynolds number (Re) of 100 highlighting the role of the various fluid physics, including leading 

edge vortex, wake-capture, tip vortices and induced jet (see figure 1), and their overall 

aerodynamic implications on lift and power during hovering. The Reynolds number in the 

current study is relevant to small insects and future MAVs at this scale. Prior studies in the 

literature applicable to hovering in this flow regime include those of Freymuth
32

, Fry et al.
33

, 

Sane and Dickinson
27

, Sun and Tang
34

, Tiara and Colonius
30

, Wang et al.
19

, and Shyy and Liu
20

. 

As will be shown, despite increased interest in the area of flapping wing flight, there are a 

number of aspects left unaddressed. Regarding the generalization of ideas presented to higher 

Reynolds numbers, it has previously been noted
1,20

 that, as the sizing and scaling parameters 

vary, the flow structures can qualitatively differ between those found for small flyers versus 

larger flyers.  

 The main efforts of the study show:  i) Tip vortices in low Reynolds number flapping wing 

flight, depending on the flapping kinematics, may have a significant impact on the aerodynamic 

loading. As presented by Shyy et al.
35

 in the form of a letter, with details expanded in the current 

paper, these tip vortices, counter to classical steady-state theory for finite wings, can positively 

contribute to the performance of the wing instead of being considered wasted energy. The tip 

vortices affect the impact of the leading edge vortex via modified angle-of-attack and the 

anchoring of the coherent vortex structure to the wing; they also influence the strength of the 

induced jet, to be described next. ii) The presence of an induced jet, observed in the experimental 

observations of Freymuth
32

, in two-dimensions is found to decrease lift during the wing-wake 

interactions. iii) The role of kinematics in two-dimensional and three-dimensional geometry is 

explored. To establish a systematic framework to probe the interplay between flapping 

kinematics and aerodynamics (time-averaged lift and power), the surrogate modeling technique 

is employed to represent their relationship. As will be presented, the surrogate models offer a 

global perspective between aerodynamics and flapping kinematics, including an assessment of 

the relative importance of these kinematic parameters. In this fashion, trends can be more clearly 

observed. For example, the surrogate model reveals that for a considerable portion of the design 

space lift is accentuated while the drag, and subsequently power required, is largely unaffected. 

The characteristics of two-dimensional versus three-dimensional hovering can also be probed 

with desirable clarity. Utilizing the surrogate model, we can clearly identify regions where two- 

or three-dimensional wing perform better aerodynamically, or where the effect of the aspect ratio 

is significant. The tool offers new insight into the performance characteristics and helps seek 
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physical mechanisms responsible for the observed behavior. The surrogate process also provides 

an advantage over isolated case studies in building a more complete understanding of the context 

of the conclusions, and therefore the relevance/limitations of comparisons with other studies’ 

conclusions can be better established. In this paper, only translational flapping is considered; the 

rotational flapping will be investigated in the future. 

 

 
Point 2) Vorticity Contours 

Wake-capture 

 
Point 6) Vorticity Contours 

Delayed Stall 

  
Point  6) Vertical Velocity 

Jet Interaction 

FIGURE 1. Illustration of the lift and drag coefficients for a two-dimensional flat plate synchronized 

hovering case with 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0, 𝜶𝒂 = 45°, and 𝝓 = 90° and the corresponding airfoil positions. Three flow 

field shots illustrating the unsteady aerodynamics are emphasized. 

 In the remaining paper, the methodology followed in this study will be first presented. Due to 

surrogate modeling not being extensively used in fluid dynamic studies, brief introductions to the 

nomenclature and overview of the methods are introduced while more detailed discussion is left 

for the references. It is emphasized that the surrogate models’ main role in the study was as a 

tool to help in the analysis of the physics, and while optimization is a straightforward extension 

of the current work, it was not a primary focus. After the methodology the results are divided 

into sections relevant to lift, power, and trade-offs between the two objectives. Together with 

force histories and flow fields at time instants of interest, comprehensive information of hovering 

aerodynamics at 𝑅𝑒 = 100 are obtained. Four regions in the design space are detailed more 

thoroughly based on the large discrepancies found between the 2D and 3D lift. The flow physics 

are explored with special attention to how the tip vortices impact the flow. After this, power is 

studied again taking a global perspective. Sensitivities of the lift and power objectives to the 

kinematic parameters is quantified and the competition of effects illustrated. Varied freestream 

strengths are introduced to gauge environmental sensitivity, and lastly conclusions are 

summarized and appendices offering supplemental materials offering more detailed information 

of the various aspects are documented. 
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2. Methodology 

2.1 Computational fluid dynamic modeling 

 The governing equations are the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations with constant density and 

viscosity; the incompressible versions are shown in Eqs. (1) and (2) written in indicial form. 

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
 𝑢𝑗  = 0 (1) 

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
 𝑢𝑖 +

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑗
 𝑢𝑗𝑢𝑖 =  −

1

𝜌

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+ ν

∂

∂x𝑗
  
𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗  

  (2) 

Here ui is the velocity vector, xi is the Cartesian position vector, t is time, 𝜌 is density of the 

fluid, p is pressure, and 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Two codes with vastly different 

methodologies are used in this study, Loci-STREAM and FDL3DI and are discussed below. 

Loci-STREAM
36

, used to produce the CFD solutions, is a three-dimensional, unstructured, 

pressure-based finite volume solver. It employs implicit first or second order time stepping, 

treats convection terms using the second order upwind-type scheme
37,38

, pressure and viscous 

terms using second order schemes. The system of equations resulting from the linearized 

momentum equations are fast to converge
38

 and are handled with the symmetric Gauss-Seidel
39

 

solver which has relatively low memory requirements. The pressure equation
36

 is slower to 

converge, and is handled by the PETSc Krylov
39

 solvers with Jacobi preconditioning. The Loci 

framework is by design highly parallelizable and can take advantage of multiple processors, see 

Luke and George
40

 for a more detailed discussion on rule-based software.  

FDL3DI is a higher order finite difference solver. It uses a density based formulation, and 

handles numerical instabilities associated with the higher (6
th

 or 8
th

 ) order scheme with filtering 

techniques. For further discussion the reader is referred to Visbal and Gaitonde
41,42

. These two 

CFD codes are cross-validated in while grid and temporal sensitivities were explored in Trizila et 

al.
26

. Based on these critical examinations, we have confidence in the fidelity of the methods 

employed. 

 
FIGURE 2.  Illustration of the kinematic parameters for normal hovering. 

The translational and rotational airfoil/grid motions are defined as Eqs. (3) and (4), and shown 

in figure 2. 

ℎ 𝑡 = ℎ𝑎 sin 2𝜋𝑓𝑡  (3) 

𝛼 𝑡 = 𝛼0 −  𝛼𝑎sin 2𝜋𝑓𝑡 + 𝜙   (4) 

x

y

z

c

2ha/c

α(t)
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Here ℎ(𝑡)  and ℎ𝑎  are the dimensional translational position and plunging amplitude, 

respectively. The angular orientation, time-averaged angle, and angular amplitude are 𝛼 𝑡 , 𝛼0, 

and 𝛼𝑎 , respectively. The pitching is about the center of the rigid airfoil. The phase lag between 

the two motions is 𝜙, and the motion frequency is denoted 𝑓 whereas the time is again 𝑡. The 

three kinematic parameters (called “design variables” in surrogate modeling), ℎ𝑎 , 𝛼𝑎 , and 𝜙 can 

be varied independently. 

 Due to the kinematic constraints there are only two relevant non-dimensional groups in the 

incompressible case. The plunging amplitude to chord ratio, 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐, and the Reynolds number: 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝑈ref𝐿ref

𝜈
=
 2𝜋𝑓ℎ𝑎 𝑐

𝜈
 (5) 

The reference velocity, 𝑈ref, in this case is the maximum translational velocity, defined by the 

flapping frequency, 𝑓, and the plunging amplitude, ℎ𝑎 . Since 𝑅𝑒 is being held constant, ℎ𝑎  and 𝑓 

are not independent. Note that the reduced frequency, 𝑘 , is not emphasized here as, in the 

absence of a free stream, it contains the same information as the plunging amplitude ratio 

whereas if 𝑈ref is instead set equal to zero the reduced frequency is always infinite. 

𝑘hovering =
𝜔𝐿ref

2𝑈ref
=

2𝜋𝑓𝑐

2 2𝜋𝑓ℎ𝑎 
=

𝑐

2ℎ𝑎
 (6) 

Figure 3 shows the grid distribution near the flat plate, and the applied boundary conditions 

over the computational domain. The thickness of the flat plate is 0.02𝑐, and the flat plate is 

rectangular, i.e. there is no variation in spanwise direction ( 𝑧 -axis). For the finite wing 

simulations AR = 4. The half-span length from the symmetry plane to the wingtip is 2𝑐, the 

leading, and trailing edges are rounded using a half circular shape, while the wingtip is flat. The 

fine details of the shape are not seen to have a large influence on the resulting aerodynamics.  A 

more pronounced shape effect is a comparison between a flat plate and a 15% thickness ellipse, 

Trizila et al.
43 

and Shyy et al.
1
, which saw differences in the magnitude of the force generation 

but the same qualitative force and flow behavior. The outer boundary is located at 25𝑐 away 

from the flat plate, and the outer boundary plane opposite to the symmetry plane at 15𝑐. At all 

non-symmetry plane outer boundaries, inlet conditions with zero velocity conditions are 

imposed. 

  
FIGURE 3. (Left): Grid distribution on the flat plate, and on the symmetry plane. (Right): Boundary 

conditions assigned on the computational domain. The outer boundary plane opposite to the symmetry plane 

has not been shown due to visibility also has the incompressibleInlet boundary condition. 

2.2 Surrogate modeling 

 The motivation behind surrogate models is to replace costly objective function evaluations, a 

quantity of interest such as time averaged lift obtained via detailed CFD solutions or substantial 
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experimental setups, with inexpensive approximations of sufficient fidelity. Overview of 

surrogate modeling techniques and selected applications can be found in references 44-46. The 

process starts with choosing number and locations of training points in the “design space” (here 

meaning the three-dimensional space encompassing the three kinematic parameters); this is 

known as constructing the design of experiment (DOE). Once the training points are chosen, the 

objective functions must be evaluated; depending on the context this can be done 

computationally, analytically, and/or experimentally. After the objective functions have been 

obtained for the selected training points, the surrogate models can be built. Popular models are 

polynomial response surfaces (PRS)
47

, Kriging
48

, radial basis neural networks (RBNN)
49

, 

support vector regression (SVR)
50

 models and various combinations thereof. After the models 

are constructed, appropriate error measures can be adopted to construct a weighted average 

surrogate (WAS)
51,52

. Based on the surrogate, the global sensitivity evaluations can be performed 

to evaluate the individual and collective influence of the kinematic parameters (design variables) 

and to order the relative importance of them in determining the aerodynamic outcome. 

2.2.1 Design Space  

 The range of variables, see table 1, is comparable to that of a fruitfly and was chosen after 

considering the length and time scales observed in nature and compiled in references 54-56. 

Tabulated measurements of angular amplitudes and phase lags for a variety of species are not as 

well documented, and are selected in this study by matching the designated scaling parameters. 

As already stated, in this study, we focus on the Reynolds number of 100 under hovering 

conditions to establish a reasonable scope.  

Parameter Minimum Maximum 

2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 2.0 4.0 

𝛼𝑎  45˚ 80˚ 

𝜑 60˚ 120˚ 

TABLE 1. Minimum and maximum values of the plunging amplitude ratio, angular amplitude, and phase 

lag that were evaluated. 

2.2.2 Design of experiments 

 The number and the efficient distribution of the training points to populate the design space is 

considered thoroughly in the DOE. The DOE used a face centered cubic design (FCCD)
45

 and 

then Latin hypercube sampling (LHS)
46

 to appropriately fill in the remainder of the design space. 

The reasoning behind this is that a 2
nd

 order polynomial response surface construction has 

 𝑁 + 1 (𝑁 + 2)/2 coefficients, 𝑁  being the number of variables, and in general, one wants 

twice this many data points for an initial curve fit which would try and reconcile the 

computational cost (fewer training points desired) with the resulting fidelity (more training 

points desired). A FCCD design provides 2𝑁 + 2𝑁 + 1 points: 2𝑁  corner points, 2𝑁 face points, 

and one center point. Thus for three design variables, FCCD provides 15 of the 20 points 

required. The LHS then provides a method for efficiently choosing the rest of the points by 

maximizing the distance between the added points. A tabulation of the two-dimensional and 

three-dimensional simulations run and their respective outcomes, as well as quantitative 

measures of merit for the surrogate models, are found in Ref 43. 

2.2.3 Global sensitivity analysis 

The global sensitivity analysis (GSA) is in general useful for: (i) determining if a variable is 

particularly influential in the design space, if not perhaps the variable can be fixed and the 

degrees of freedom and complexity of the problem reduced; (ii) ranking the importance of the 

design variables; (iii) quantifying the degree of coupling between design variables. For example, 
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is the influence on the design space mostly an individual effort, or is there an effect caused by 

the interaction of variables? For more details refer to Sobol’s method
46

. 

 

3. Results In this section, we use the surrogate modeling technique, utilizing the weight-averaged 

surrogate model
51,52

, to establish the relationship between lift generated and power required as 

the three flapping kinematic parameters vary. The purpose is to gain a global perspective of a 

multi-dimensional design space. 

3.1. Time-averaged Lift 

 Figure 4 shows the surrogate models of the time-averaged lift, including those based on the 

two-dimensional and three-dimensional results, as well as their differences. Each axis 

corresponds to one of the design variables while the color contours illustrate the objective 

function of interest (e.g. time averaged lift or power). Qualitatively, the general trends found in 

two- and three-dimensional cases are consistent. As the angular amplitude is increased, a lower 

angle of attack results, causing a decreases of the lift. The general trend for plunging amplitude is 

also largely consistent between two- and three-dimensional cases. Alter the plunging amplitude 

and the resulting lift does not change significantly for much of the design space. There are 

regions in the design space where the time averaged lift shows clear differences between two- 

and three-dimensional cases. A closer inspection of the quantitative relationship between the lift 

and the kinematic parameters reveals that these differences can be substantial (illustrated in 

figure 4). These will be highlighted shortly. 

 To show the global impact of the kinematic variables in the entire design space Figure 5 

illustrates the total variances due to the respective design variables. Immediately apparent is the 

change in the hierarchy of design variables. In two dimensions, the time-averaged lift was the 

most sensitive to the angular amplitude, significantly less sensitive to the phase lag, and even 

less still to the plunging amplitude. While the plunging amplitude was not a negligible influence, 

such an analysis can not only rank the relative importance but also illuminate variables which do 

have negligible influence. A finding of this nature can reduce the dimensionality of the design 

space greatly reducing the time it takes for refinement iterations because that variable can 

effectively be treated as a constant. In this study the plunging amplitude has been kept as a 

design variable for completeness. 

 In the three-dimensional case, figure 5 reveals both the plunging amplitude and the phase lag 

have substantially increased importance relative to the average lift produced compared to the 

two-dimensional case. So much so that the hierarchy of sensitivity changes from: 1) 𝛼𝑎2) 𝜙 3) 

ℎ𝑎  in two-dimensional, to three-dimensional where the order is 1) 𝜙 2) 𝛼𝑎  3) ℎ𝑎 . In the present 

context the main and total variances are close enough to not warrant separate plots. This in turn 

implies a relatively small degree of coupling between the design variables and their resulting 

effect on the integrated lift. 
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two-dimensional three-dimensional difference  

 
 

 

   

𝜙  

   

𝛼𝑎  

   

ℎ𝑎  

FIGURE 4. Surrogate modeling results for lift. Left- two-dimensional, Middle- three-dimensional, 

Right- three-dimensional minus the two-dimensional time averaged lift. 

   

 
FIGURE 5. Global sensitivity analysis (GSA) of lift for two-dimensional and three-dimensional hovering 

kinematics.  
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a 

 

b 

 
c 

 

d 

 
 

Figure 6. Iso-sufaces of 2D lift (a), 3D lift (b), 3D minus 2D lift (c), and (d) where the absolute difference 

between the 2D and 3D lift equals 0.10. The symbols denote training points in those regions for which detailed 

force histories and flow field quantities are available; brown octahedra (region 1), circles (region 2), black 

quarter sphere (region 3), and a blue cube (region 4). 

To identify where in the design space 3D effects become important, iso-surfaces of the 

absolute difference between the two and three-dimensional lift coefficients are shown in figure 6. 

The green regions in the design space correspond to the kinematic parameters with the difference 

in time-averaged lift coefficient larger than 0.1 due to three-dimensionality. Four coherent 

regions are identified: region 1, characterized by synchronized hovering and low angular 

amplitude; region 2, with advanced rotation and high angular amplitude; region 3,with delayed 

rotation, low angular amplitude, and small plunging amplitude; and region 4, delayed rotation, 

high angular amplitude, and low plunge amplitude. Everywhere else the differences between the 

two- and three- dimensional lift is below the 0.1 threshold. The similarities in this catch-all 

region are defined by the likeness of their time averaged values, but in some instances, as will be 

shown, stronger statements may be appropriate.  

3.2.  Region 1; Synchronized Hovering, High AoA 

Region 1 is defined by kinematics that are close to synchronized hovering (i.e. including cases 

with slight delayed or advanced rotation), low angular amplitude (high AoA), and larger 

plunging amplitudes. The time history of lift, see figure 7, shows two local maxima per stroke in 
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2D. The first peak is associated with the wake capture at the beginning of the stroke, see figure 8 

at 𝑡/𝑇 = 0.8. Between the two peaks is a local minimum referred to as a wake valley which is 

caused by a combination of decreasing angle of attack and interaction with a pocket of 

downward momentum. For this region of the 2D kinematic design space, this pocket of 

downward momentum takes the form of a persistent jet. As reported during the experimental 

studies of Freymuth (1990), the jet develops as a result of a reverse Karman vortex street 

interacting with the downward momentum created by the wing as it translates. As the wing 

passes the jet, vortices are shed with an orientation that reinforces the downward momentum 

previously created by the wing, see figure 9. These vortices sustain the downward momentum, 

and further entrain surrounding fluid, as to create a flow feature which the wing then interacts 

with during subsequent stroke. After this the LEV is the dominate flow feature (see figure 8 at 

𝑡/𝑇 = 1.0) with a significant impact on the lift (figure 7). 

Figures 8 and 9 show significant noticeable variation in the flow physics encountered for the 

finite wing. A useful quantity when examining vortical structures is the 𝑄-criterion
53

, the second 

invariant of the velocity gradient tensor, defined as, 

𝑄 = −
1

2

𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
= −

1

2
  𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑖𝑗 −

1

2
𝜔𝑖𝜔𝑖 , (7) 

where 𝑆𝑖𝑗  is the rate of strain tensor, and 𝜔𝑖  is the vorticity vector, both in indicial notation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Lift coefficients, 2D (solid red) and 3D (dashed black) , of a representative case in region 1, 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 

3.0, 𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 90° (case 11).  

  Figure 9 shows an iso-𝑄 contour colored by 𝜔3,  the spanwise-vorticity. In this fashion we 

can separate the rotation from the shear, via 𝑄 , and then get directional information with 

vorticity. The vortices shed from the leading from the leading and trailing edges identified by red 

and blue colors respectively, while the tip vortex is left green. The role of the tip vortex in the 

hovering cases studied is particularly interesting.  
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0.8 1.0 1.2 𝑡/𝑇 
FIGURE 8. Z-vorticity contour plots at three time instants in the forward stroke, i.e. 𝒕/𝑻 = 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2, 

for the case 11 (𝒉𝒂 = 𝟑.𝟎,𝜶𝒂 = 𝟒𝟓°,𝝓 = 𝟗𝟎°): (a) from 2D computation; (b) in the symmetry plane of 3D 

computation; (c) near the wingtip (z/c = 1.8) plane from the 3D computation. 

 

 In general the tip vortices are found to have four prominent competing effects: TE1) 

Enhancement of lift due to the proximity of the associated low pressure region of the tip vortex 

next to the airfoil, TE2) Induced downwash acting to reduce the effective angle of attack along 

the span weakening the LEV hence reducing the instantaneous lift,  TE3) Interaction with the 

vortices shed from the leading and trailing edges anchoring them from shedding near the wing 

tips enhancing the lift (region 3), TE4) Due to the tip vortices pulling fluid from the underside of 

the wing to the upper side, the wing leaves behind a weaker pocket of downward momentum in 
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the flow. Upon interaction with this downward momentum, a loss in lift is seen and so weaker 

wake-valley means higher lift. 

 In the three-dimensional case the weaker downward momentum (TE4) pocket does help 

compared to 2D, see 𝑡/𝑇 = 0.9 in figure 7. Figure 9 shows the jet-flat plate interaction in both 

dimensions. In 2D the persistent jet shows larger 𝑢2 magnitudes, and is narrower. However the 

weaker LEV (TE2) as shown in figure 8, causes the lift to suffer. In the two-dimensional case the 

LEV is largely attached and the benefit of anchoring the LEV is not helping. The overall impact 

for this case is that the two-dimensional lift, < 𝐶𝐿,2D >=  0.65, is better than the three-

dimensional counterpart, < 𝐶𝐿,3D >= 0.54. More generally, cases with kinematics in region 1 

have larger lift in 2D. 
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FIGURE 9. Vertical velocity contour plots at three time instants in the forward stroke, i.e. 𝐭/𝐓 = 0.8, 1.0, 

and 1.2, for the case 11 (𝒉𝒂 = 𝟑.𝟎,𝛂𝐚 = 𝟒𝟓°,𝛟 = 𝟗𝟎°): (a) from two-dimensional computation; (b) in the 

symmetry plane of three-dimensional computation; (c) near the wingtip (z/c = 1.8) plane from the three-
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dimensional computation. 

 

Q-criterion 

 
Spanwise Lift 

   

 𝒕/𝑻 = 0.8 

 

 

 𝒕/𝑻 = 1.0 

 

 

 𝒕/𝑻 = 1.2 

 
Figure 10. The lift per unit span and iso-𝑸 surfaces (𝑸=0.75) colored by z-vorticity over half of the wing using 

the kinematic parameters 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 𝟑.𝟎,𝜶𝒂 = 𝟒𝟓°,𝝓 = 𝟗𝟎°  (case 11) at Re = 100 at 𝒕/𝑻= 0.8, 1.0, 1.2. The 

spanwise variation in forces is examined with the two-dimensional equivalent marked for reference.  
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3.3.  Region 2; Advanced Rotation, Low AoA 

In region 2 the kinematics are characterized by advanced rotation, and high angular 

amplitude. Figure 11 shows the time histories of lift and the associated flow features from case 8 

(2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 4.0, 𝛼𝑎= 80°, and 𝜙 = 120°) which is representative for the other cases in region 2.  

 
Figure 11 Time history of lift coefficients in a representative case in region 1, 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 4.0, 𝜶𝒂= 80°, and 𝝓 = 

120°, with the associated flow features. (A) Lift, (𝑪𝑳), during a motion cycle. Red-solid, two-dimensional 

computation; black-dashed, three-dimensional computation. (B) kinematic schema of the flat plate motion. 

(C) Representative flow features at 1) 𝒕/𝑻 = 0.9, 𝒖𝟐 contours; 2) 𝒕/𝑻 = 1.0, vorticity contours; 3) 𝒕/𝑻=1.2, 𝒖𝟐 

contours. 

Right after the stroke reversal, the flat plate moves into the wake generated in the previous 

stroke. Due to the downwash in this wake, see figure 11C1, and low and decreasing angle of 

attack (figure 11B), lift drops (Note: the the pocket of downward momentum encountered for 

these kinematics is not a persistent jet). The three-dimensional case does not suffer the same drop 

in lift as the two-dimensional case.  
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Figure 12 (A) The lift per unit span; (B) Iso-surfaces of vertical velocity (𝒖𝟐 = -0.3); (C) Iso-surfaces of 𝑸 (𝑸 = 

4). Case 8: 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 4.0, 𝜶𝒂= 80°, and 𝝓 = 120° at t/T = 0.9. 

3.4.  Region 3; Delayed Rotation, High AoA, Low Plunging Amplitude 

In classical steady state theory the presence of wing tip vortices is attributed to a loss of lift 

and increase in drag when comparing the two-dimensional wing to its finite three-dimensional 

counterpart
57

. What is seen, in the current study, are instances in which low aspect ratio, 

unsteady aerodynamics are producing tip vortices which can enhance lift while negligibly 

influencing the drag (shown in section 3.7). 

Region 3 is defined by kinematics with delayed rotation, low angular amplitude (high AoA), 

and shorter plunging amplitudes. This region shows a significant impact from the tip vortices. 

Figure 13 presents a delayed rotation case with 2ℎ𝑎 𝑐 = 2.0,𝛼𝑎 = 45°,𝜙 = 60°. The difference 

in the flow physics encountered due to three-dimensional phenomena is noticeable. The main 

characteristics of the vortices, including sizes, strengths and movement are distinctly different 

between two- and three-dimensional results. Not only is there a strong spanwise variation in the 

three-dimensional flow, but also there is little resemblance between the symmetry plane of the 

three-dimensional computation and the two-dimensional computations.  

In two-dimensional flow, the pair of the large scale vortices are noticeably closer to each 

other and the airfoil than that in the three-dimensional flow. The instantaneous lift coefficient for 

the two cases examined is illustrated in 14, depicting noticeable differences in that the three-

dimensional lift coefficient is generally higher than its two-dimensional counterpart. With these 

kinematics patterns the tip vortices can interact with the LEV to form a lift enhancement 

mechanism. This aspect will be discussed next.  

For the case presented in figure 15 (delayed rotation), the 𝑄 iso-surface colored with 𝜔3-

vorticity, along with the spanwise distribution of 𝐶𝐿 , due to pressure, the effects of the tip 

vortices become apparent. Firstly, there is a low pressure region at the wing tip favorably 

influencing the lift (TE1). Furthermore, the tip vortex anchors the large scale vortex pair near the 

tip (TE3). At midspan, however, the vortex pair has separated from the wing. This in turn drives 

the spanwise variation seen in the flow structures and force history.  
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FIGURE 13. Z-vorticity contour plots at three time instants in the forward stroke, i.e. 𝒕/𝑻 = 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2, 

for the case 1 (𝒉𝒂 = 𝟐.𝟎,𝜶𝒂 = 𝟒𝟓°,𝝓 = 𝟔𝟎°): (a) from two-dimensional computation; (b) in the symmetry 

plane of three-dimensional computation; (c) near the wingtip (z/c = 1.8) plane from the three-dimensional 

computation. 
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Figure 14. Time history of lift coefficients in a representative case in region 3, 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 2.0, 𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 

60° (case 1), with red-solid=2D; black-dashed=3D. 

Compared to an infinite wing, the tip vortices caused additional mass flux across the span of a 

low aspect-ratio wing, which helps push the shed vortex pair, from the leading and trailing edges, 

at mid-span away from one another. Furthermore, there is a spanwise variation in effective angle 

of attack induced by the downwash (TE2), stronger near the tip. Overall, the tip vortices allowed 

the vortex pair in their neighborhood of the tip to be anchored near the wing surface, which 

promotes a low pressure region and enhances lift. The end result is an integrated lift value that 

departs from the two-dimensional value considerably. 

It is clear that the kinematic motions have a significant impact on tip vortex formation and the 

leading/trailing edge vortex dynamics. Interestingly, for many of the kinematic motions 

examined, the tip vortex force enhancement could be confined to lift benefits, i.e. the resulting 

drag did not increase proportionally! 
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Q-criterion Spanwise Lift 

   

 𝒕/𝑻 = 0.8 

 

 

 𝒕/𝑻 = 1.0 

 

 

 𝒕/𝑻 = 1.2 

 
FIGURE 15. The lift per unit span and iso-𝑸 surfaces (𝑸=0.75) colored by z-vorticity over half of the wing 

using the kinematic parameters 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 𝟐.𝟎,𝜶𝒂 = 𝟒𝟓°,𝝓 = 𝟔𝟎°  (case 1) at Re = 100 at 𝒕/𝑻= 0.8, 1.0, 1.2. 

The spanwise variation in forces is examined with the two-dimensional equivalent marked for reference. 

Time averaged lift coefficient for i) two-dimensional: 0.13, ii) three-dimensional: 0.22. 
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3.5.    Region 4; Delayed Rotation, Low AoA, Low Plunging Amplitude 

 Region 4 is defined by kinematics with delayed rotation, large angular amplitude (or low 

AoA), and shorter plunging amplitudes. Figure 16 shows the time histories of lift from the two-

dimensional, and the three-dimensional computations along with a schema for the kinematics: 

2ℎ𝑎/𝑐  = 2.0, 𝛼𝑎 = 80°, and 𝜙  = 60° as a representative case for this region. The largest 

discrepancy between two-dimensional and three-dimensional is seen around 𝑡/𝑇 = 0.9. Because 

the rotation is delayed, after the stroke reversal at 𝑡/𝑇 = 0.75 the flat plate creates rotational 

starting vortices to increase the lift, with its first peaks around 𝑡/𝑇 = 0.9. However, as shown in 

figure 17, in the two-dimensional case, the TEV shed in the previous stroke interacts with the 

flat plate after the stroke reversal enhancing the lift by the wake-capture mechanism (𝑡/𝑇 =
0.9). On the other hand, for the three-dimensional case, the shed LEV and the TEV, repel from 

each other and the path of the flat plate, such that after the stroke reversal, the wake-capturing is 

absent. The first lift peak in the time history in figure 16 is then only due to the rotational effects. 

So the diverging behavior of the vortices, observed for all delayed rotation cases, and the 

interaction of the vortices from the LE, and TE with the wing tip vortex, play a central role as 

important three-dimensional effects as described in Region 3. 

 

 

 
Figure 16. Time history of lift coefficients in a representative case in region 2, 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 2.0, 𝜶𝒂= 80°, and 𝝓 = 

60° (case 3), with red-solid=two-dimensional; black-dashed=three-dimensional. 
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0.8 1.0 1.2 𝑡/𝑇 
FIGURE 17. Z-vorticity contour plots at three time instants in the forward stroke, i.e. 𝒕/𝑻 = 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2, 

for the case 3 (𝒉𝒂 = 𝟐.𝟎,𝜶𝒂 = 𝟖𝟎°,𝝓 = 𝟔𝟎°): (a) from 2D computation; (b) in the symmetry plane of 3D 

computation; (c) near the wingtip (z/c = 1.8) plane from the 3D computation. 

3.6. Region of similarity 

 For other kinematic combinations, the integrated forces over time match reasonably, i.e. 

the difference between the two-dimensional, and the three-dimensional time averaged lift is less 

than 0.1. For some cases even the instantaneous forces agree closely: a synchronized rotation 

case with low angles of attack is remarkably similar when examining two-dimensional and three-

dimensional force histories, see figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Time history of lift coefficients for a case in the region of similiarity, 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0, 𝜶𝒂= 80°, and 𝝓 = 

90° (case 12), with red-solid=two-dimensional; black-dashed=three-dimensional. 

 Figure 19 shows the flow fields corresponding to the parameters:  2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 3.0,𝛼𝑎 =
80°,𝜙 = 90°. The variation along the spanwise direction is modest, making the two-dimensional 

and three-dimensional simulations substantially similar. The two-dimensional flow field and the 

corresponding three-dimensional flow on the symmetry plane are strikingly consistent. The high 

angular amplitudes lead to low angles of attack, and coupled with the timing of the rotation, 

leads to a flow that does not experience delayed stall as the formation of the LEV is not 

promoted. The timing of the rotation for this example puts the flat plate at its minimum angle of 

attack at maximum translational velocity, while the translational velocity is zero when the flat 

plate is vertical.  

 As previously remarked, neither the two-dimensional or three-dimensional results in this case 

promote downward jet formation. As summarized in figure 18, the two-dimensional and three-

dimensional lift coefficients of this case are similar in the instantaneous as well as the time 

averaged sense. One implication illustrated is the usefulness of two-dimensional simulations for 

quantitative data on a three-dimensional counterpart.  

 Figure 20 shows a 𝑄 contour and the associated spanwise lift distribution. It is seen from the 

flowfield that the tip vortex as well as the leading and trailing edge vortex formation is largely 

suppressed. The angles of attack are relatively low during the maximum translational velocities,  

approximately 10
o
, and the translational velocities are small when the wing approaches 90

 o
 near 

the ends of the strokes. The net effect is a fairly uniform spanwise lift distribution closely 

resembling the two-dimensional case with the same kinematics. 
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FIGURE 19. Z-vorticity contour plots at three time instants in the forward stroke, i.e. 𝒕/𝑻 = 0.8, 1.0, and 

1.2, for the case 12 (𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 𝟑.𝟎,𝜶𝒂 = 𝟖𝟎°,𝝓 = 𝟗𝟎°): (a) from 2D computation; (b) in the symmetry 

plane of 3D computation; (c) near the wingtip (z/c = 1.8) plane from the 3D computation. 
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Q-criterion Spanwise Lift 

 

 𝑡/𝑇 = 0.8 

 

 

 𝒕/𝑻 = 1.0 

 

 

 𝒕/𝑻 = 1.2 

 
FIGURE 20. The lift per unit span and iso-𝑸 surface (𝑸=0.75) colored by z-vorticity for flow fields over half 

the wing associated with the kinematic parameters  𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 𝟑.𝟎,𝜶𝒂 = 𝟖𝟎°,𝝓 = 𝟗𝟎° at Re = 100 at 𝒕/𝑻 = 0.8, 

1.0, 1.2. The spanwise variation is limited. Time averaged lift coefficient for i) two-dimensional: 0.14, ii) three-

dimensional: 0.17. 

3.7. Power Requirements 
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 Figure 21 displays the two-dimensional and three-dimensional surrogate responses of the 

power required, estimated by multiplying the pressure force by the instantaneous translational 

velocity and integrating over a cycle, as well as their differences. Not only are all the trends quite 

similar but the magnitudes also compare quite well (note the broader range of the contours seen 

for the power required often yields less significant differences). This implies that certain three-

dimensional flow features, not observable/possible in two-dimensional flows, for which lift was 

sensitive to, do not play a significant role in determining the drag for these kinematic 

combinations. This is an interesting consequence which warrants further study. From the 

instantaneous force histories, see appendix A, the agreement in drag coefficients is very close 

except at a combination of low plunging amplitudes with low angular amplitudes and low phase 

lags. Figure 22 measures the sensitivity of the power required to the kinematic variables. The 

hierarchy remains the same from 2D to 3D, unlike in lift. 

two-dimensional three-dimensional difference  

 
 

 

   

𝜙  

   

𝛼𝑎  

   

ℎ𝑎  

FIGURE 21. Surrogate modeling results for power required. Left- two-dimensional, Middle-three-

dimensional, Right- three-dimensional minus two-dimensional time averaged power requirement 

approximations. 
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Figure 22. Global sensitivity analysis (GSA) of power for two-dimensional and three-dimensional hovering 

kinematics. 

The physical reasoning behind the observed trends in two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

is the same, in that the agreement is not merely a consequence of integration. During normal 

hovering, 𝜙 = 90°, the airfoil/wing is perpendicular to the direction of motion at the ends of 

translation but has little translational velocity. As the phase lag is perturbed in either direction the 

airfoil can have an appreciable velocity, while perpendicular to the direction of motion and 

whether the body is accelerating when perpendicular, as in delayed rotation cases, or 

decelerating, as in advanced rotation cases has a sizable impact on the instantaneous drag that is 

felt (see appendix B), and consequently the power required for the maneuver. Quality measures 

of the surrogate models are tabulated in reference 43. Compared to the differences between 

surrogates for lift, the differences for power between two- and three-dimensional cases are 

smaller overall, with a total variation of 30%. 

3.8. Pareto front 

 In a multi-objective investigation, it is often the case that different goals are in competition 

regarding suitable selections of design variables. One tool used to evaluate the trade-offs 

between objective functions is called the Pareto front
58

. The Pareto front consists of non-

dominated points and can be thought of as the set of best possibilities, as illustrated in figure 23. 

Non-dominated points can be thought of as points for which one could not improve all objective 

functions simultaneously. The current objectives are to maximize lift and minimize power 

requirement. Points on the Pareto front therefore involve those for which increases in lift are 

accompanied by increases in power, and vice versa. To pose all objectives as minimization 

expressions, any objective which is maximized, like lift, is multiplied by a negative sign. Note 

that the Pareto front itself is very comparable between two and three dimensions. The primary 

differences are the peak lift values attained in two-dimensional flow exceeding their three-

dimensional counterparts, and the fact that the density of design variable combinations near the 

front is higher in the three dimensional case. The paths through the design space are plotted 

below their respective Pareto fronts in figure 23. Note: the jaggedness of the path is due to the 

resolution of the tested points and is seen because of the fine balance in objective functions for 

design variables in that region. It is seen that the high lift region follows the lower bound of the 

angular amplitude suggesting that future iterations should decrease the lower bound for higher 

lift solutions. Overall the design variable combinations on the optimal front are consistent 

qualitatively. 
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 As shown in figure 4, and a representative case illustrated in figure 24, the highest time-

averaged lift values are obtained by a combination of advanced rotation and low angular 

amplitude in two and three dimensions. The general trends present, i.e. when holding two of the 

input variables constant and varying the last one, remained largely the same. For power required, 

figure 21 shows that the synchronized rotation cases with high angular amplitude consume the 

least power for both two-dimensional as well as three-dimensional hovering. The combination of 

lower angle of attack during the mid-stroke when the translational velocity is at maximum and 

small translational velocities at the ends of the strokes when the flat plate is vertical minimizes 

the power. These trends not only followed similar qualitative trends between two-dimensional 

and three dimensional cases, but also consistently quantitatively matched in magnitude. 

two-dimensional three-dimensional 

  

  
FIGURE 23. Pareto fronts illustrating the competing objectives of lift and power requirements in two-

dimensions (left) and three-dimensions (right) and the design variable combinations which provide those 

fronts. The dashed line is for reference. 

 
Figure 24. Representative high lift (left: 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 2.7, 𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 120°) and low power (right: 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄  = 

4.0, 𝜶𝒂= 80°, and 𝝓 = 90°) kinematics. 

3.9. Environmental Sensitivity 

 One of the main difficulties in realizing a functional MAV is its inherent sensitivity to the 

operating environment due to its size and weight. While the vehicle dynamics are going to be 

sensitive to the environmental perturbations, due to the fact that the flapping frequencies are an 
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order or two magnitude greater than the wind gusts, O(10) Hz to O(100) Hz versus wind at O(1) 

Hz, the aerodynamics associated with flapping wings can be pragmatically modeled by a 

constant freestream. A study was carried out using different kinematic schemes, freestream 

strengths, and freestream orientations. The three kinematic patterns chosen were those of 

sections 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6. These patterns were chosen due to having pronounced LEVs (3.2), 

beneficial tip vortices (3.4), and negligible 2D vs 3D differences (3.6) respectively. The 

freestream strength varied from 5% - 200 % of the maximum translational velocity. If one were 

comparing this to fruitflies, (wingspeed ~3.1 m/s) the freestream would range from 0.15 – 6.2 

m/s. The directions of the freestream varied between heading down, right, or up. 

   

   
a)𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 90° b)𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 2.0,𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 60° c)𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 80°, and 𝝓 = 90° 

Figure 25. Two-dimensional CL in response to a freestream with a magnitude of 20% of the maximum 

plunging velocity heading in three distinct directions (down, right, and up) for three hovering kinematics.   

 

The 2D cases were much more sensitive to the freestream than their 3D counterparts which 

will be shown below. All three kinematic patterns were very sensitive to the horizontal 

freestream, see Fig. 25 for the response to the 20% freestream, and much less sensitive to the 

downward heading freestream. The downward freestream generally decreased lift, by 

suppressing vortex generation, while making the forward and backstrokes more symmetric as the 

vortical activity was washed away from the airfoil more quickly. Overall the general nature of 

the force history was kept intact. On the other hand the upward freestream had the opposite 

effect. Namely the vortex interactions were sustained for a longer period of time as the 

freestream held the wake closer to the airfoil and the increased angle of attack also served to 

accentuate the unsteady aerodynamics. This upward freestream may or may not have had a 

significant impact on the force history which was dependent on the kinematics. The horizontal 

freestream had the largest impact over the range of kinematic motions studied, sometimes more 

than doubling the lift felt for freestream strength of 20% of the maximum translational velocity, a 

relatively tame environmental contribution. 
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a) 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 90° 

 

b) 20% freestream at t/T=8.45 

 

c) hover at t/T=8.55 

  Figure 26. Force history (2D) and vorticity contours illustrating the vortex formation and interactions 

during the LEV dominated portion of the stroke at their respective maximal lift for b)  a 20% strength 

headwind c) hover scenario with no freestream. 

 Figure 26 illustrates highlights the force history and flowfields at maximal lift for the 

kinematics expressed in Fig.  26a. Immediately apparent is the large impact on the instantaneous 

as well as time-averaged lift. To clarify, the lift coefficients are still normalized by the maximum 

translational velocity, i.e. the normalization is independent of the freestream. Flowfields are 

plotted during the headwind portion of the stroke (backstroke), and show that the headwind case 

exhibits a more developed and stronger LEV as well as stronger vorticity shedding from the 

trailing edge. The increased vortical activity created by the headwind, and then interacting with 

the airfoil in a favorable manner explains qualitatively the increase in performance during the 

backstroke. But why then the lift peaks during the forward stroke when in the presence of a 

tailwind? 

 The rather significant peak in lift is somewhat unexpected, but as will be seen occurs despite 

the tailwind and not because of it. This peak occurs after stroke reversal as the airfoil interacts 

with the previously shed wake, or wake-capture dominated portion of the stroke cycle. The hover 

case temporarily drops off in lift, see Fig. 27a, whereas the 20% freestream case, now a tailwind, 

continues to increase in lift. Vorticity contours at their respective local maximums in lift, see Fig. 

27b and Fig. 27c show a few striking differences, noticeably the strength and position of the 

previously shed vorticity. Due to the headwind during the backstroke, stronger vortices were 

created. Now on the return stroke, those vortices’ strength, in addition to their position relative to 

the airfoil, significantly help promote vortex growth, see Fig. 27c. This interaction, resulting in a 

temporary enhancement, eventually plays itself out and a decline in lift ensues in what used to be 

dominated by the LEV, but now amounts to slower relative translational velocity. 
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a) 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 90° 

 

b) hover at t/T=7.85 

 

c) 20% freestream at t/T=7.9 

Figure 27. Force history (2D) and vorticity contours illustrating the vortex formation during the wake-

capture dominated portion of the stroke at their respective local maximums in lift for b) hover c) 20% 

tailwind freestream. 

 

   
a) 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 80°, and 𝝓 = 90° 

 

b) hover at t/T=7.8 

 

c) 20% freestream at t/T=7.8 

Figure 28. Force history (2D) and vorticity contours illustrating the vortex formation during the wake-

capture dominated portion of the stroke at their respective local maximums in lift for b) hover c) 20% 

tailwind freestream.    

 To contrast the wake-capture impact just discussed, a case with a much smaller sensitivity 

during stroke reversal is illustrated, see Fig. 28. There is a small difference in the lift 

experienced, but looking at the corresponding flowfield vorticity contours for the hovering case, 

Fig. 28b, and the 20% horizontal freestream, Fig. 28c, show a decent qualitative agreement. This 

case has kinematics which do not promote large vortical structures. As the actual wake influence 
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is rather small, the forces felt for these kinematics upon stroke reversal are more dependent on 

the motions rather than influence from the previously shed wake. 

 
𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 2.0,𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 60° 
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Figure 29. Vorticity contours of a delayed-rotation kinematic pattern and the flowfields associated with a 

20% freestream strength heading down/right/up. 

 

 Looking at the 2D force histories again, see Fig. 25, one will see that the response of a 

freestream not only depends on the kinematics but also its orientation. For some situations the 

qualitative nature of the flow doesn’t change much over the course of the entire cycle nor are the 

forces too sensitive, see the vertical freestreams in Fig. 25a, or the downward freestream in Fig. 

27c. On the other hand, the horizontal freestream has an appreciable impact for all of these 

kinematic patterns and specific points are mentioned above. The upward and downward 

freestreams don’t necessarily elicit similar responses in opposite directions. This in turn brings 

into question the relevance of using effective angle of attack in these situations as the nature of 

the force history may respond more noticeably to the upward freestream than the downward 

freestream. See figure 29 where a 20% freestream imposed from different directions changes the 

flowfield and resulting force history, see figure 25b, significantly.    
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a) 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 80°, and 𝝓 = 90° 

 

b) 20% downward freestream 

at t/T=7.9 

 

c) 20% upward freestream at 

t/T=7.9 

Figure 30. Force history (2D) and vorticity contours illustrating the vortex formation between stroke reversal 

and their respective maximums in lift for b) 20% downward freestream c) 20% upward freestream. 

 For all of the synchronized rotation cases (which have positive angles of attack at all times), a 

20% downward freestream does indeed decrease the lift and follows from an effective angle of 

attack type argument. On the other hand some cases have a much more pronounced sensitivity to 

the upward freestream. Figure 30 illustrates again the force histories for a 20% freestream at 

various orientations relative to the hover case, as well as the vorticity flowfield for the 20% 

upward and downward freestream cases at a time where the difference in force history between 

the two is pronounced. What is seen in Fig. 30b (20% downward freesteam) and Fig. 30c (20% 

upward freestream) is the increase in LEV and TEV formation as well as a more pronounced 

interaction with the wake as the upward freestream promotes the growth of the vortex structures 

and holds the wake in the vicinity for a longer period of time. The non-linear response in lift as 

the freestream lowers or raises the effective angle of attack is a product of these factors. 

   

   
a)𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 90° b) 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 2.0,𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 60° c)𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 80°, and 𝝓 = 90° 

Figure 31. Three-dimensional CL in response to a freestream with a magnitude of 20% of the maximum 

plunging velocity heading in three distinct directions (down, right, and up) for three hovering kinematics. 
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𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 90° 
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Figure 32. Vorticity contours during beginning, mid, and end-stroke for a 2D flatplate and at mid-span (z=0) 

and wingtip (z=1.95) for a 3D flatplate with AR=4 with a 20% freetream tailwind The 3D perspective shots 

show iso-Q surfaces colored by z-vorticity. The blue arrow denotes freestream direction. 

 The 3D cases on the other hand were much less sensitive to the freestream, see Fig. 31. Note 

however the scale for the force histories was chosen such that they could be directly compared 
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with the 2D cases and the freestream could be quite influential. The impact was non-negligible 

for a 20% strength freestream, but overall the nature of the flow was very similar for most cases. 

The downward freestream once again degraded lift, and the upward freestream enhanced it albeit 

to a lesser degree than in the 2D cases. 

 

 
𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 90° 

 
z-vorticity 

  

 

a) 2D CL b) 2D t/T=7.45  

   

c) 3D CL d) 3D Mid-span (z=0) t/T=1.5 e) 3D Wing Tip (z=1.95) 
Figure 33. Force histories and vorticity contours at maximal lift with a 20% strength headwind for 2D and 

3D (AR=4) flatplates.  

 

 Figure 32 highlights beginning, mid, and end stroke vorticity contours for a 20% freestream 

tailwind for 2D and at midspan and at the wing tips for 3D. The three-dimensional wing is 

unable to generate vortices of the same magnitude as the analogous 2D counterparts. This in turn 

directly impacts the wing’s benefit from LEV interactions as well subsequent interactions with 

the previously shed wake. The spanwise variation of vorticity exhibited shows a decrease in LEV 

generation from mid-span to tip, and while the tip vortices, as evinced by the green colored iso-Q 

surface in Fig. 32 at mid-stroke, are prominent, they do not make up for the weakened LEV 

formation and wake interaction as experienced in 2D. Figure 33 illustrates the vorticity 

flowfields during maximal lift, during the headwind, resulting in a 2D lift almost twice as large. 
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𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 80°, and 𝝓 = 90° 
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Figure 34. 2D/3D vorticity contours in the presence of an upward freestream for kinematics with 

synchronized rotation and low angles of attack. The 3D perspective shows an iso-Q surface colored by z-

vorticity from midspan to the wing tip. 
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 This discrepancy in sensitivity to freestream between 2D and 3D shows up across the range of 

kinematic motions. A limited subset of kinematic motions showed very similar force histories in 

the time averaged sense as well as instantaneously, see section 3.6, when not under the influence 

of an external freestream. Kinematics in this region of the design space shared low angles of 

attack across much of the flapping cycle and synchronized rotation, limiting the high angular 

velocities and angles of attack to the end of the stroke where translational velocity was 

minimized. This in turn tended to limit vortex size, strength, formation, and influence. As the 

freestream is introduced, see figure 30a and figure 31c for 2D and 3D force histories in the 

presence of a 20% freestream, the response is not uniform across the span of the finite wing. The 

downward freestream (20% strength) tends to suppress the vortex dynamics and as such the 2D 

and 3D force histories remain quite similar. The horizontal freestream, most notably during the 

headwind, and the upward freestream, see figure 34, on the other hand show differences due to 

the 3D nature of the flow. In the absence of a prominent freestream we saw that the 3D effects 

could accentuate the 2D lift by creating a low pressure zone at the tip and by anchoring an LEV 

that would otherwise detach earlier from the wing. An interesting question, only partially 

addressed in the current work due to simulation resources, is to what extent the interplay between 

kinematic motions and the freestream strength and orientation can be manipulated. 

  

  

 
𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 = 3.0,𝜶𝒂= 45°, and 𝝓 = 90° 

 
z-vorticity 

  

 

a) 2D CL b) 2D t/T=7.5  

   

c) 3D CL d) 3D Mid-span (z=0) t/T=1.5 e) 3D Wing Tip (z=1.95) 
Figure 35. 2D (a) and 3D (c) lift time histories of lift in the presence of a 200% strength horizontal freestream 

compared to its 20% and no freestream counterparts. Vorticity contours 2D (b), 3D midspan (d), and 3D 

wingtip (e) during maximum relative velocity and highest angle of attack.   
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 All of the results in this section thus far examine a freestream strength whose magnitude is a 

fraction of the reference velocity. Select cases were chosen where the freestream strength was 

increased to 200% the reference velocity strength and whose direction was from left to right. As 

the forces were normalized by the maximum translational velocity, i.e. independent of the 

freestream, the impact of a strong freestream was quite large, see figures 35a and 35c. Note that 

the scales have changed between these two to properly show the force histories. The vorticity 

contours have been plotted during the maximum relative velocity and highest angle of attack, 

and show significant vortical activity. It is worth noting, that because the vortex activity is 

washed away from the wing fast enough, the force histories in both 2D and 3D are periodic in 

nature and not chaotic. It is also seen that during the whole stroke experiencing a tailwind, due to 

the freestream being twice as strong as the maximum translational velocity, the wing is 

essentially flying upside down and thus experiencing negative lift. In contrast to the weaker 

freestreams, the interaction with the previously shed vortices cannot compensate for the effective 

decrease in relative translational velocity. 

 

   
Figure 36. Illustration cautioning the use of effective angle of attack as measure of lift in the hovering context. 

The lift coefficients of the three kinematic patterns studied in this section have been plotted versus the 

effective angle of attack for freestream strengths of 5%, 10%, and 20% with orientations heading down, 

right, and up. 

 To conclude this section, a caution on the use of effective angle of attack, and therefore quasi-

steady theories, in the context of hovering flapping wing flight will be illustrated. This is not 

meant to imply quasi-steady theories are not useful, but rather that the applicability of such a 

model can be limited and that the context and assumptions of the model should be revisited 

before applying them in an arbitrary hovering context, i.e. deviating from the kinematic motions 

expressed in the training of the quasi-steady model can invalidate its usefulness in a seemingly 

related case. Figure 36 illustrates the kinematic patterns highlighted in this section under the 

influence of freestream strengths of 5%, 10%, and 20% in the down, right, and upward 

directions. The take away message is that within a certain range, an arbitrary value of lift 

coefficient can be attained for any effective angle of attack. Figure 36 shows, for example that at 
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an effective angle of attack of 45
o
 can yield lift coefficients from approximately -1 to +2.5. The 

transient and time history effects are not negligible.  

 
4. Summary and Conclusion 

In this study we examined hovering kinematics of a two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

flat plate (AR=4) with the aid of surrogate models at a Reynolds number of 100. Regions for 

which large discrepancies (see figure 6) between the time averaged forces in 2D versus 3D were 

identified with the surrogate models and the flowfield solutions from CFD were reexamined with 

dominate flow features highlighted for each grouping of kinematics. Regarding the previous 

literature the jet experimentally seen in the studies of Freymuth
32

 was seen to have a noticeable 

effect on the instantaneous force histories when enough care with spatial and temporal 

resolutions was taken. In the study of Sane and Dickinson
27

, consistent conclusions are reached 

for obtaining optimal performance, e.g., keep fairly high angles of attack for as much of the 

stroke as possible. There are differences though in the sensitivity to plunging amplitude, which 

was small in the current study, but was relevant in the flapping about a joint method employed in 

their study. Furthermore, it would appear that the wake-capture portion of the cycle played a 

larger role as evidenced by the force peaks they saw. In the current study the LEV peak seems to 

influence the aerodynamic forces much more so than the wake-capture peak. Open questions 

regarding Reynolds number effects, flapping kinematics, and vortex dynamics are planned for 

future study. Furthermore, new insight into the fluid physics is gained, including the effects of tip 

vortices. 

Hover: 
Regarding the fluid physics and aerodynamic implications during hover, we observed: 

(i) The role of the leading edge vortex and associated delayed stall plays a dominant role 

in the determination of lift in both two- and three-dimensional cases. During delayed 

rotation the starting vortices detached causing a weaker LEV during mid-stroke. In 

three-dimensional case, the tip vortices during delayed rotation tended to repel the 

starting vortices at the leading and trailing edges, thus leading to a substantial 

variation in the spanwise flow. However, during advanced rotation, the starting vortex 

remained attached with no distinction between the starting vortex and the LEV, and 

enhanced lift. Angle of attack, angular velocity, translational velocity, and 

translational acceleration all impact the formation and evolution of the LEV. 

(ii) The manifestation of the wake-capture mechanism in three-dimensional case has been 

seen to change as the behavior of the shed vortices may differ between two- and three-

dimensional cases. This is illustrated by one case where the shed two-dimensional 

vortices would remain in the plane of the plunging motion. The three-dimensional 

counterparts are shed at angles such that they leave plane of the plunging wing and do 

not collide with the wing upon its return. 

(iii) In two-dimensional cases with higher angles of attack, i.e., lower pitching amplitudes, 

a persistent downward jet like flow feature was seen to form in the wake sustained by 

the influence of shed vortices. The jet was absent in the two-dimensional cases with 

lowest angles of attack as there was also no large scale vortex shedding. In the low 

aspect ratio three-dimensional case at 𝑅𝑒 =  100, the presence and influence of an 

induced jet is not as clear cut. There are pockets of momentum encountered on return 

strokes, but there is no coherent reverse Karman vortex street reinforcing the jet due to 

the more complex three-dimensional vortex interactions.  
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(iv) There was significant variance in the spanwise distribution of forces in the three-

dimensional cases. Cases which suppressed the unsteady mechanisms, those with the 

highest angular amplitudes and thus low angles of attack, and small velocity when 

vertical (e.g. near synchronized hovering) appeared to have a relatively constant 

response along the span. In contrast three-dimensional cases with prominent tip 

vortices exhibited significant variations along the span which did not have a strong 

correlation to the two-dimensional lift values experienced.  

(v) At the present Reynolds number the three-dimensional flow physics and tip effects can 

augment the lift by: a) the presence of a low pressure region near the tip, b) the 

anchoring of an otherwise shed vortex (in 2D) near the tip, and c) weakening the 

pocket of downward momentum encountered on a return stroke. A competing effect is 

the induced downwash of tip vortex and the reduced effective angle of attack along the 

span serving to reduce lift. 

Environmental Sensitivity: 
(i) As flapping wing frequencies are typically much faster than that of environmental 

perturbations, gusts can be modeled as a constant freestream for many practical 

applications.  

(ii) The sensitivity to the gust for various kinematic parameters was largely determined on 

how much influence it had on the vortex dynamics. Headwinds with a modest 20% 

strength could significantly enhance the LEV generation and this in turn provided 

stronger wake interactions on the return stroke. For most kinematic motions, within 

the ranges studied, a 20% horizontal freestream increased the 2D lift despite half of 

the stroke experiencing a tailwind.  

(iii) The 3D cases, while still affected appreciably, were noticeably less sensitive to the 

gusts than their 2D counterparts due to the weakened vortex dynamics generally 

occurring in 3D.  

(iv) The impact of a gust was tied to its strength, orientation, and what kinematics it 

encountered. Those affected by the gust saw the manifestation through its role in LEV, 

tip vortex, and wake generation and interaction. Those kinematics with little of the 

aforementioned vortex dynamics saw the smallest sensitivity to the gust. 

(v) By changing the effective angle of attack on select kinematic motions with various 

freestream orientations and strengths, different values at the same effective angle of 

attacks were obtained. Hence a cautionary note on the application of quasi-steady 

models in the hovering context is warranted.  

Surrogate Modelling: 

Often as case studies in the literature are performed, or independent variables varied in a 

parametric study, it can become difficult to place the findings in the proper context thus making 

it difficult to glean the relevant information and compare with findings of other researchers. The 

surrogate process more readily illuminates the global perspective of variables’ impact as well as 

the limitations of the findings, making identification of the applicability much more apparent. 

The surrogates modeling techniques provided a useful method for approximating otherwise 

computationally expensive simulations without sacrificing fidelity. Meanwhile they proved an 

efficient method for analyzing trends seen throughout the design space and possible points of 

interest. Coupled with instantaneous force histories and flow field measurements they can 

provide insight to the complex interplay of the physical mechanisms involved.The surrogate 

modeling techniques further revealed that: 
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(i) The weighted average surrogate agreed very well at the independent test points. While 

the number of independent test points was limited, the error was often less than a few 

percent. The maximum error that was found was less than 15%. The agreement shows 

promise for using surrogates, namely weighted average surrogates, as a reduced order 

model for complex engineering design in the MAV context. 

(ii) The hierarchy of variable sensitivity in the time averaged lift changed between two-

dimensional and three-dimensional hover. In two-dimensions the importance was 1) 

angular amplitude 2) phase lag and 3) plunging amplitude. In three-dimensions the 

hierarchy switches to 1) phase lag 2) angular amplitude and 3) plunging amplitude. 

This is in large part from the tip vortices in three-dimensional simulations not 

suffering as large a penalty from the lift valley that would occur between wake-capture 

and delayed stall. This difference in two-dimensions and three-dimensions is partially 

attributed to the reduced influence of the jet interaction in three-dimensional 

simulations. 

(iii) Interestingly, the power required remained largely the same between two-dimensional 

and three-dimensional design spaces. This implies that the unsteady effects which 

influence the drag can in some contexts be reduced down to their two-dimensional 

counterparts. Note the pressure force, and not the viscous force, was still the dominant 

component of the drag felt. 

(iv) Regions for which 2D kinematics outperformed 3D in hover and vice-versa were 

identified. Furthermore the density of points near the Pareto front was higher in three 

dimensions implying more design variable combinations that are close to optimal in 

terms of power and lift trade-offs. 

 In summary, for steady state flow around a wing, the energy used to create tip vortices is not 

deposited in the flow in a fashion which efficiently contributes to the lift. The finding that a 

three-dimensional low aspect ratio wing can produce higher lift than a two-dimensional airfoil is 

not supported by the classical stationary wing theory, which suggests that wing tip vortices 

decrease performance. In unsteady flow around a hovering wing, however, the tip vortices need 

not be a drag on the wing. 
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Appendix A 2D/3D Lift Coefficient Histories for Selected Cases 

 

 

 

 
(a) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐: 2.0, 𝛼𝑎  = 62.5° and 𝜙 = 90° (d) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 3.0, 𝛼𝑎 : 45°  and 𝜙 = 90° 

 

 

 

 
(b) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐: 3.0, 𝛼𝑎  = 62.5° and 𝜙 = 90° (e) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 3.0, 𝛼𝑎 : 62.5° and 𝜙 = 90° 
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(c) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐: 4.0 , 𝛼𝑎  = 62.5° and 𝜙 = 90° (f) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 3.0, 𝛼𝑎 : 80° and 𝜙 = 90° 

  
(g) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 4.0, 𝛼𝑎  = 80° and 𝜙 = 60° (i) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 2.0, 𝛼𝑎  = 45° and 𝜙 = 60° 

  
  

(h) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 4.0, 𝛼𝑎  = 80° and 𝜙 = 120° (j) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 2.0, 𝛼𝑎  = 45° and 𝜙 = 120° 
FIGURE 37. Time histories of the lift coefficients for selected cases 

(a-c) as 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄  is increased from 2.0 to 4.0 holding 𝜶𝒂= 62.5° and 𝝓 = 90° (d-f) as 𝜶𝒂 is increased from 45° to 

80° while holding  𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 =3.0 and 𝝓 = 90° (g,h) examining delayed rotation 𝝓 = 60° and advanced rotation 

𝝓=120° while holding 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 =4.0 𝜶𝒂= 80° (i,j) examining delayed rotation 𝝓 = 60° and advanced rotation 𝝓 = 

120° while holding 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 =2.0 𝜶𝒂= 45°. [red,solid: 2D, black,dashed: 3D] 
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Appendix B 2D/3D Drag Coefficient Histories for Selected Cases 

 

 

 

 
(a) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐: 2.0, 𝛼𝑎  = 62.5° and 𝜙 = 90° (d) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 3.0, 𝛼𝑎 : 45° and 𝜙 = 90° 

 

 

 

 
(b) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐: 3.0 , 𝛼𝑎  = 62.5° and 𝜙 = 90° (e) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 3.0, 𝛼𝑎 : 62.5° and 𝜙 = 90° 
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(c) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐: 4.0 , 𝛼𝑎  = 62.5° and 𝜙 = 90° (f) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 3.0, 𝛼𝑎 : 80° and 𝜙 = 90° 

  
(g) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 4.0, 𝛼𝑎  = 80° and 𝜙 = 60° (i) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 2.0, 𝛼𝑎  = 45° and 𝜙 = 60° 

  
  

(h) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 4.0, 𝛼𝑎  = 80° and 𝜙 = 120° (j) 2ℎ𝑎/𝑐 = 2.0, 𝛼𝑎  = 45° and 𝜙 = 120° 
FIGURE 38. Time histories of the drag coefficients for selected cases 

(a-c) as 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄  is increased from 2.0 to 4.0 holding 𝜶𝒂= 62.5° and 𝝓 = 90° (d-f) as 𝜶𝒂 is increased from 45° to 

80° while holding  𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 =3.0 and 𝝓 = 90° (g,h) examining delayed rotation 𝝓 = 60° and advanced rotation 

𝝓=120° while holding 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 =4.0 𝜶𝒂= 80° (i,j) examining delayed rotation 𝝓 = 60° and advanced rotation 𝝓 = 

120° while holding 𝟐𝒉𝒂/𝒄 =2.0 𝜶𝒂= 45°. [red,solid: 2D, black,dashed: 3D] 
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